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Amalie Joachim’s 1892 
American Tour

By the 1890s, American audiences had grown accustomed 
to the tours of major European artists, and the successes of 
Jenny Lind and Anton Rubinstein created high expectations 
for the performers who came after them. Amalie Joachim 
toured from March to May of 1892, during the same months as 
Paderewski, Edward Lloyd, and George and Lillian Henschel.1 
Although scholars have explored the tours of artists such as 
Hans von Bülow and Rubinstein, Joachim’s tour has gone 
largely unnoticed. Beatrix Borchard, Joachim’s biographer, 
has used privately held family letters to chronicle some of 
Joachim’s own responses to the tour, as well as a sampling of 
the reviews of the performer’s New York appearances. She does 
not provide complete details of Joachim’s itinerary, however, or 
performances outside of New York. Although Borchard notes 
that Villa Whitney White traveled with Joachim and that the 
two performed duets, she did not realize that White was an 
American student of Joachim who significantly influenced the 
tour.2 The women’s activities, however, can be traced through 
reviews and advertisements in newspapers and music journals, 
as well as brief descriptions in college yearbooks. These 
sources include the places Joachim performed, her repertoire, 
and descriptions of the condition of her voice and health.

Most of Joachim’s performances were in and around 
Boston. During some of her time in this city, she stayed with her 
friend, the former opera singer Clara Kathleen Rogers. Rogers 
recalled that Joachim, “relying on her established fame in her 
own country, had ignored the prevailing methods of advertising 
in America. So the ‘big drum’ was silent!”3 This comment could 
refer to the marketing of Joachim’s tour; indeed in New York The 
Evening Post of March 2, quoting from the Boston Transcript, 
notes that there was a “remarkable absence of all preliminary 
‘writing up’ of this great artist.” But it might also hint at the 
itinerary and performance opportunities, which, as I will show, 
were somewhat different from those of her colleagues.

The March 5, 1892 Boston Evening Transcript, quoting from 
Gumprecht and Hanslick, printed the type of brief laudatory 
biography that was frequently used to publicize performers.  
Although a similar notice appeared in the Lewiston Evening 
Journal (a publication from Maine, where Joachim does not 
seem to have visited), other media outlets on Joachim’s tour did 
not reprint this item; instead, they merely referenced Joachim’s 
stature as a performer of Lieder. Nevertheless, Joachim’s recitals 

were advertised in multiple outlets, most were reviewed, and 
there was potential for them to be a success. The U.S. lagged 
just slightly behind Europe in establishing solo Lieder recitals, 
and by 1892 they were quite common; in the month preceding 
Joachim’s arrival in Boston, there were three such recitals in 
two days.

Even before Joachim’s ship berthed in New York, 
American newspapers and music journals had occasionally 
reported on her European concerts, with some of the earliest 
reports appearing in the 1869 Der Deutsche Correspondent 
(Baltimore, Md.). The 1879 Monthly Musical Record noted 
Joachim’s recent performance of Schumann’s Frauenliebe 
und Leben, and in 1890 The Etude recorded her performance 
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of the complete Winterreise. Also in 1890, the Boston Evening 
Transcript announced that Joachim would give singing lessons 
in Elberfeld during the winter and spring, as well as concerts in 
Berlin, Hamburg, and Bremen. A year later, in August 1891, the 
Boston Daily Advertiser briefly announced Joachim’s upcoming 
American tour and her Boston concerts.

That same month, the Musical Courier reported that Joachim 
would present a series of recitals in Germany, illustrating 
the history of German song. This notice also mentioned the 
upcoming tour with White, and similar notices appeared just 
prior to Joachim’s arrival. Some of these announcements, 
including one in the February 1892 The Sunday Herald–
Boston, indicated Joachim would be presenting her historical 
programs in the U.S. And, more specifically, the New York 
Evening Post and the Milwaukee Sentinel announced that she 
would be giving a series of four historical concerts in New 
York. Borchard has argued for the significance of Joachim’s 
historical programs, but American audiences were already 
somewhat familiar with the genre. In Boston, just prior to 
Joachim’s arrival, the tenor Wilhelm Heinrich (who like 
Joachim had studied with Julius Stockhausen) had organized 
a series of three recitals tracing the history of song, though, in 
contrast to Joachim’s programs, other singers collaborated with 
him, and the repertoire was not confined to German song. But 
this series was hardly an innovation. As early as 1879 George 
Werrenrath (a Danish immigrant and Wagnerian tenor based in 
Brooklyn, N.Y.) presented a series of historical song recitals in 
Chicago, concentrating on the German Lied. Moreover, since 
the early 1880s the Boston music critic Louis C. Elson, who 
reviewed some of Joachim’s recitals, had been touring the 
country presenting illustrated lectures on the history of song. 
These lectures and his 1888 monograph covered the same types 
of repertoire as Joachim’s historical programs.4

The press frequently described Joachim’s companion, Villa 
Whitney White, as her favorite student. Although reviews imply 
White was a young inexperienced vocalist, she was thirty-four, 
and had already established a teaching and performing career 
in New England: by 1889 she was on the faculty of the Boston 
Conservatory and singing in chamber concerts with the likes of 
Arthur Foote. White began studying with Joachim in Germany 
in the fall of 1891. In October and January, she joined Joachim 
for concerts in Münster and Hagen, where they sang six duets 
by Schumann and Brahms.5 During the Hagen concert, Joachim 
also performed Die schöne Müllerin and the first four songs 
of Dichterliebe. The two women subsequently performed all 
of these works during their American tour. In a previously 
uncited letter of September 12, 1891, Joachim wrote to Rogers 
expressing her gratitude for Rogers’ assistance in preparing 
for the tour (see Figure 1). She implied that White (whom 
she described as a mutual friend) influenced her decision to 
undertake the tour, as did the fact that her brother Franz had 
lived in the States.6

Joachim and White arrived in New York on February 23, 1892 
and headed directly to Boston. As Figure 2 indicates, Joachim 
appeared in solo recitals, orchestral and chamber concerts, and 
in two performances of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion. Excluding 
the Passion and the concert with the Kneisel Quartet, White 
sang duets with her in all of these events. Joachim’s repertoire 
for the tour included Die schöne Müllerin and some forty other 
songs, ranging from the sixteenth century to Brahms. Although 
she performed the Schubert cycle on at least five occasions, 
and repeated some of the other songs and duets, Joachim did 
not repeat her other programs in full. This stands in contrast to 
the Henschels and other visiting artists who routinely repeated 
entire programs. Although Joachim appeared in Boston, New 
York, and Chicago as did other international performers, some 

Figure 1: Letter from Amalie Joachim to Clara Rogers. 
Harvard University, Houghton Library.
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aspects of the itinerary seem to have come about because of 
White’s connections or relationships that Joachim herself had 
previously established. 

The first stop was Providence. White had begun her career 
there, singing in the choir of the Central Congregational 
Church, and the reviews noted that many of her friends were 
in attendance. (Likewise, one or two of the Boston notices 
reminded readers of White’s earlier chamber concerts.) The 
review in the Musical Courier is the only notice from the 
tour that refers to Joachim’s recitals as a series of historical 
programs. The first program comprised Die schöne Müllerin 
and three duets by Schubert; the second included seventeen 
numbers from the Joachim/Reimann survey of songs from 1500 
to the present, along with duets by Brahms and Rubinstein; and 
the last featured an array of nineteenth-century songs from 
Mendelssohn to Brahms, as well as seven duets. In contrast to 
most of the events in other cities, White, in addition to the duets, 
contributed solo numbers during all of these recitals. Initially, 
there were to be only two concerts, but the third (a matinee) was 
scheduled after the success of the first.7

Joachim’s first appearance in Boston was with the widely 
admired Kneisel Quartet. As in Europe, chamber concerts in 
the U.S. encompassed multiple genres, and in Boston and New 
York, chamber concerts including Lieder were a regular feature 
throughout the second half of the century. Joachim presented 
two brackets of songs: the first included Beethoven’s “Mignon,” 
Mozart’s “Das Veilchen,” and Haydn’s “Ständchen,” while the 
second included Joseph Rudolph Ahle’s “Geistlicher Dialog,” 
J.A.P. Schulz’s “Sagt, wo sind die Veilchen hin,” Mendelssohn’s 
“Venetianisches Gondellied” (Op. 57, No. 5), and Schubert’s 
“Heidenröslein.”

Joachim’s second recital in Boston included seven songs 
from Dichterliebe; “Verlangen einer Seele nach ihrem Jesus” 

(Geistliches Lied) by Johann Georg Ahle; “Liebster Herr Jesu” 
by Bach; “Träume” by Wagner; “Ruhe Süßliebchen” and 
“Minnelied” by Brahms; “Unbefangenheit” by Weber; and 
“Frühlingsnacht” by Schumann. Although her performance 
of the solo songs proved disappointing, it was said that she 
was heard “to much better advantage” in the four duets by 
Schumann. Praise for the duets, which on occasion seem to have 
been more heartily applauded than the solo numbers, recurred 
throughout the tour, though to be sure, some critics, most 
notably Philip Hale in Boston, found this repertoire intrinsically 
uninteresting. Joachim’s last Boston recital was announced in 
the press under the heading “The Joachim-White Recital.” In 
addition to three duets by Brahms, White performed three solo 
songs, and Joachim sang six songs from Winterreise, Brahms’s 
“Feldeinsamkeit,” Cornelius’ “Nur ein Ton,” Liszt’s “Wieder 
möcht ich dir begegnen,” and Franz’s “Frühlingsliebe” and 
“Mein Schatz ist auf der Wanderschaft.”8

For the concerts with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the 
Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra, and Damrosch’s Young 
People’s Concerts in New York, Joachim performed one of 
her signature arias, which the Boston Herald described as 
“familiar”: “Che farò senza Euridice,” from Gluck’s Orfeo ed 
Euridice. Orchestral concerts in the U.S. during the nineteenth 
century often included different genres; since the 1870s, the 
concerts by Theodore Thomas’s orchestra sometimes had 
included Lieder with piano. In addition to the Gluck, Joachim 
sang three Lieder at the BSO concert: “Liebesbotschaft” by 
Schubert, “Schöne Wiege meiner Leiden” by Schumann, 
and “Erlkönig.” The orchestra, led by Nikisch, contributed 
Brahms’s Tragic Overture, Gluck’s “Reigen seliger Geister und 
Furientanz” (from Orfeo), and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 8. 

According to the March 9 Springfield Republican, an 
acquaintance of Joachim, Elizabeth Mead, arranged the 

Figure 2: Joachim’s American itinerary
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concerts at Smith and Mount Holyoke Colleges. Joachim seems 
to have met Mead, the President of Mount Holyoke College, 
while Mead was in Europe (in 1890–91). In addition to this 
connection, White was also familiar with Mount Holyoke, 
having performed there when she was touring with the 
Eichberg String Quartet in 1882. (At that time, members of this 
all-female quartet had just returned from studying with Joseph 
Joachim and his colleagues in Berlin.) White participated 
in an additional morning concert in the chapel. There, she 

performed a number of songs in English, including “Annie 
Laurie.” (She also gave this song as an encore to the concerts 
in Providence and St. Paul.) Newspaper reports of  the recitals 
at these colleges indicate that White sang six of the numbers 
from Die schöne Müllerin. The printed program for the Smith 
College recital, however, does not indicate that White would 
perform these numbers (see Figure 3). Reporting on this recital, 
the Springfield Republican gives an encomium on Joachim’s 
reputation and on Schubert’s cycle, noting that her performance 
was a “positive revelation to those who had heard the work 
performed only by ordinary artists.”9

White likely had some influence in arranging the house 
concert in Gloucester, Massachusetts. Hosted by alumnae of 
Lasell College, this event was described as “a rare musical 
treat.” One of White’s sisters, Charlotte, had attended this 
college prior to studying cello with Robert Hausmann in 
Germany, and one of White’s earlier teachers, J. Walter Davis, 
taught at the college. In subsequent years, White returned to this 
institution to give solo recitals. Although the 1892 event was 
reported in the college’s magazine, the program was not given, 
nor was one preserved in the college’s archives. Similarly, the 
New England Conservatory did not retain the program for the 
recital that Joachim and White gave to its students. A newspaper 
reported, however, that the recital included duets, and Joachim 
received a tour of the building. Given that Rogers was an active 
participant in Boston’s musical life and subsequently joined 
the faculty of this institution, it is possible that this event was 
arranged through her.10

Joachim’s first appearance in New York, at one of Walter 
Damrosch’s Young People’s Concerts, met with less success 
than her other appearances in orchestral concerts. In addition 
to the Gluck aria and Schubert and Brahms duets with White, 
she sang “Feldeinsamkeit,” “Schöne Wiege meiner Leiden,” 
and “Heidenröslein.” New York papers questioned whether the 
songs in Italian and German were appropriate for a children’s 
concert, with the Tribune opining that this appearance was 
not “calculated to do justice to the distinguished singer or her 
special department of song in which she is especially 
prominent.”11 Damrosch had initiated the Young People’s 
Concerts in 1891, and they did not always include numbers 
for solo voice. In the concert prior to Joachim’s, however, 
Gertrude Franklin, a well-known Boston soprano, had sung two 
children’s songs in English by Damrosch and Haydn’s “With 
Verdure Clad.”

At her first New York recital, Joachim sang Die schöne 
Müllerin. Her second performance began with three Schumann 
duets and ended with two duets by Brahms and one by Dvořák.  
Between these brackets, Joachim performed four songs from 
Dichterliebe; two of the most frequently performed of Brahms’s 
Lieder, “Ruhe Süßliebchen” and “Vergebliches Ständchen”; as 
well as songs by Liszt, Haydn, Schmidt, Franz, and Dvořák.  
Although the reviewer for the Musical Courier echoed 
other American critics in praising Joachim’s performance 
of “Erlkönig” and Wagner’s “Träume,” this concert was 
not as widely reviewed as the others.12 A small notice in the 
Evening Post of April 30 advertizes two additional New York 
appearances, which seem to have been hastily arranged. They 
were hosted by “a number of well-known ladies.” The first 
was to be devoted to Schubert’s Winterreise and the second 
to Schumann’s Dichterliebe and songs by Brahms. Whether 

Figure 3: Program at Smith College, March 16, 1992. 
Music Department records, Smith College Archives. 

Reproduced with permission. This appears to be the only 
surviving program from the tour.
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these cycles were sung in their entirety is unclear, and further 
information about these events has yet to come to light. 

In a letter to her daughter, which Borchard quotes, Joachim 
sharply criticized her pianists on this tour. Although some of 
the press notices do not name the pianists, those that do provide 
names do not mention the types of problems that Joachim raised. 
Indeed, the pianists during her East Coast appearances were 
well-respected musicians whose contributions to the recitals 
were praised by the critics. In New York and New Jersey, she 
was accompanied by Bruno Oscar Klein, a pianist, organist, 
and composer who had migrated from Germany in 1880. In 
Boston, she collaborated with Dr. Louis Kelterborn, a pianist 
who regularly accompanied prominent New England vocalists, 
including Wilhelm Heinrich. He was also widely acknowledged 
for his lectures on music. In Providence, Robert Bonner 
(1845–1898) was at the piano. Born in England and trained in 
Germany, Bonner was a well-respected pianist, organist, and 
teacher who served as the secretary of the American College of 
Musicians. In the Boston and New York orchestral concerts, the 
conductor accompanied Joachim from the piano: Damrosch in 
New York and Nikisch in Boston.

Joachim’s concert with the Cleveland Philharmonic 
marked the closing of that city’s May Festival, which had 
also featured a performance by the pianist Eugen D’Albert. 
In addition to Joachim’s numbers and orchestral pieces by 
Lalo and Moszkowski, Charles Heydler performed Lindner’s 
cello concerto, and the Cleveland Gesangverein contributed 
selections from Josef Krug-Waldsee’s cantata King Rother. 
Joachim performed Brahms’s “Feldeinsamkeit,” Schubert’s 
“Wohin?,” Schumann’s “Frühlingsnacht,” and three Schumann 
duets. Joachim’s only Lieder recital in the Midwest was at 
Oberlin College. In 1892, the college’s series of visiting artists 
also included the Henschels, who gave a joint recital just twelve 
days after Joachim and White appeared. The Oberlin recital 
appears to have been Joachim’s most demanding. In addition to 
seven Lieder by Brahms and three Schumann duets with White, 
the program included Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte and ten 
songs from Winterreise.13 The Beethoven was the only Lieder 
cycle to be performed with any frequency in the United States 
through the late 1870s, and it was performed by both men and 
women. Conversely, Winterreise was not usually performed in 
its entirety in the United States. Just prior to Joachim’s arrival, 
one of the earliest recorded public performances took place 
in February 1892. In this instance, Wilhelm Heinrich and the 
contralto Louise Rollwagen collaborated to present the cycle 
in Boston. While men, including George Henschel and Max 
Heinrich, frequently sang individual songs from the cycle, 
Joachim’s set of ten, as well as the set of six that she sang in 
Boston, constituted unusually large excerpts.  

Following her concerts in Ohio, Joachim traveled to 
St. Paul and Minneapolis. One of White’s sisters, Mrs. C. A. 
(Ella) Bucknam, lived in Minneapolis, and she arranged an 
informal reception for the performers that was attended by over 
100 women. According to the May 11 Minneapolis Tribune, 
the reception included many society leaders, but although 
White attended, Joachim did not. The society columns of the 
Minneapolis press frequently reported on Bucknam’s activities; 
they had recorded one of White’s previous visits and would 
chronicle her many subsequent recitals in Minneapolis. During 
the St. Paul concert with the Beethoven String Quartet (a local 

ensemble), Joachim performed six songs (by Schubert, J.A.P. 
Schulz, Hassler, Haydn, and Schumann), three Schumann 
duets, and three Dvořák duets. In addition to these duets, White 
sang a small number of solo Lieder.

In Boston and Chicago, Joachim participated in perfor-
mances of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion. The first was with the 
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston, where the other soloists—
well known to Boston audiences—included the Henschels, 
George J. Parker, and Gardner S. Lamson. The reviewer in the 
Boston Daily Advertiser had some kind remarks for Joachim, but 
saved the most glowing words of praise for another prestigious 
visitor: Edward Lloyd from England, who sang the role of 
the Evangelist.14 Joachim’s second Passion performance was 
in Chicago, with Theodore Thomas conducting. This widely 
publicized performance was part of a multi-concert celebration 
of the twentieth season of the Apollo Club, which touted a 
chorus of 500. Other soloists included Edward Lloyd, Genevra 
Johnstone-Bishop, William Ludwig, and Gardner S. Lamson.  

Unlike the other soloists who participated in these 
performances, Joachim did not have multiple engagements 
with the respective orchestras. For example, in the month 
following the Boston concert, the Henschels and Lamson joined 
Nikisch and the BSO for a series of concerts in Pittsburgh; 
the Henschels also joined the orchestra in Washington, D.C. 
and New York. Likewise, the other soloists from the Chicago 
Passion participated in further concerts celebrating the Apollo 
Club. Moreover, although the Henschels did not participate in 
the Club’s Passion, they were in Chicago around the same time. 
They gave a recital for one of the country’s most established 
music clubs, the Amateur Music Club, as well as a number of 
house concerts.

Newspapers and journals do not name the manager for 
Joachim’s tour, nor do they offer any hints as to how her 
appearances with orchestras were arranged. In contrast, they 
name Mr. C.A. Ellis of the BSO as the Henschels’ manager. It 
is unclear as to whether the Henschels (or Ellis) had any impact 
on Joachim’s itinerary, but it could have been possible—as I 
have documented, some of her recitals came about through 
personal contacts, she was well acquainted with the Henschels, 
and the couple was also friends with Clara Rogers.

The last stop of Joachim’s tour was New Brunswick, New 
Jersey, the city where her brother Franz had lived. He had taught 
music there, and he was fondly recalled in the announcement of 
Amalie’s concert in the May 5 issue of New Brunswick’s The 
Daily Times. According to the paper, Amalie and her pianist, 
Bruno Klein, gave a charity concert for the Ladies’ Depository 
to honor Franz. Although The Daily Times reviewed the 
recital, details of the program were not included. As Borchard 
documents, Franz’s son, also named Franz, heard one of 
Amalie’s New York concerts (it was likely her appearance 
with Damrosch, since a letter from Franz the younger mentions 
Orpheus).15

Reviews acknowledged Joachim as the “foremost 
exponent” of the German Lied, and they praised her beautiful, 
powerful sound. A few brief promotional articles mention her 
former marriage to the “great violinist,” but most of them 
do not actually name Joseph. Similarly, only the New Yorker 
Staats-Zeitung describes her as the “Queen of Song,” a title that 
German presses had used when she was married to the “Violin 
King.” A review of her first recital in Steinert Hall reads:
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When Joachim and White reached St. Paul and Minneapolis, 
however, Joachim was ill again. The review in the May 13 
Minneapolis Tribune reported that she was suffering from a 
cold, and just a day before the St. Paul recital, she was unable 
to speak. This cold also impacted her Chicago performance in 
the St. Matthew Passion. Indeed, the Chicago Tribune claimed 
that “but two or three tones remain to tell of the beauty and 
richness that once made [her voice] enjoyable. Mme. Joachim’s 
singing last night gave no pleasure.” In a review of the same 
performance, The Milwaukee Sentinel offered some words of 
praise, but then continued with one of the cruelest commentaries: 
“Personally she is an amiable woman, but large and coarse 
looking, with a face like a German marketwoman.” It opined 
that, while her performance in the Passion was disappointing, 
“illness probably had much to do with the matter, as she had 
been compelled to cancel an engagement in New York on 
account of hoarseness.”20

The Musical Courier offered some of the sharpest criticisms 
of Joachim. One of its articles questioned the reliability of a 
report in the Berliner Boersen Courier that described the great 
“successes” of the tour.  The Musical Courier’s critic countered: 
“We have heard very little of them [i.e. the successes] on this 
side of the Atlantic.” This critic went on to claim that American 
audiences were reluctant to spend money on an artist who was 
clearly past her prime. The May 29 Milwaukee Sentinel suggested 
that the report of success probably emanated from Joachim’s 
manager. Newspapers in Chicago echoed the Leipzig Signale in 
focusing on the mercenary aspects of the tour and in referring 
to America as “dollarland.”21 This expression was reprinted 
in papers of cities and towns Joachim did not visit (including 
St. Joseph, Missouri, and Ironwood, Michigan). Nevertheless, 
audiences seem to have responded enthusiastically to Joachim’s 
performances, and most of the concerts were reportedly well 
attended; only the review of the second New York Lieder recital 
mentions a small audience. 

On May 26 Joachim and White sailed for Germany. The 
following September, there were reports of plans for another 
tour, this time under the management of Mr. T. M. Seabury II. 
But, before the tour even began, papers such as The Inter Ocean 
of Chicago (September 25) were asking “What For?”. By the 
following December, the tour was canceled. An unpublished 
letter to Rogers expresses Joachim’s regret at not returning, and 
also details her estimation of White’s voice and opportunities 
in Germany (Figure 4). In subsequent years, American papers 
reported that Joachim had turned to teaching because of her 
voice’s deterioration. At least one of these types of notices 
was tainted by the tour: the Chicago Tribune reported “Mme. 
Amalie Joachim, who made what Von Bülow would call a 
fiasco d’estime in America, has established a school of singing 
in Munich.”22

Joachim’s death in 1899 was accorded merely a one-
sentence notice in several American publications. In one of 
the few obituaries, the Boston Journal recalled Joachim taking 
“Boston by storm.” Other notices, however, more frequently 
mentioned her failed marriage than her tour. The tour ultimately 
had little impact. Rather her influence in the States was through 
teaching American musicians. As late as the 1940s, American 
newspapers occasionally referenced her students; they included 
the opera singer Sarah Charles-Cahier, formerly Sara Layton 
Walker; Mignon Ulke (Mrs. Lamasure), who was described as 

[S]he simply realized all the beauties of the vocal gems 
of the evening to the satisfaction of the most critical. Her 
enunciation and pronunciation add no small charm to her 
singing, and the perfection of her method, the rich musical 
tones of her voice, her dramatic strength and admirable 
taste combine to give her singing a charm which is rarely 
known in the concert room work of today.16

Nevertheless, this review, like many others, also acknowledged 
that her voice was worn by age.

A number of the New York critics praised her interpretations, 
but they also described her voice’s limitations. The New York 
Tribune noted that her powerful voice “is sometimes in the 
upper register of an unpleasant, astringent quality. Her higher 
tones, too, frequently require forcing with results disastrous 
to true intonation.” New York’s Evening Telegram described 
the voice as “possessing no sweetness. When she attempted to 
control the voice at all the tremolo was painful.” One of the 
longest critiques appeared in the New York Times after her 
performance of Die schöne Müllerin: 

It can be fairly said that Frau Joachim displayed to the 
informed hearer a knowledge of the contents of the songs, 
and there was no lack of evidence that she had bestowed 
thought upon the manner of their delivery. But the vitality 
of genuine emotion was absent, or, at any rate, there was 
a lack of power to convey it to the audience. The purely 
technical part of the singer’s work was rendered almost 
always deficient by the cumbersome inflexibility of a voice 
which must have been unwieldy in its best days and is now 
simply leaden. The singer was very frequently just that trifle 
off the key which is so distressing; while her forcing of her 
voice and her unconcealed labor with every passage that had 
much movement were fit companions for the somnolescent 
tempi, which she chose throughout the afternoon—except 
in “Mein,” where her attempt to take the true time was not 
happy in its results. 

On another occasion, the Times joined other presses in 
bemoaning the fact that Joachim “did not conceive the idea of 
coming to America a few years earlier in her brilliant career.”17

Aside from the challenges imposed by age, Joachim seems 
to have struggled with ill health during her performances 
in Boston, St. Paul, and Chicago. In a review of her concert 
with the Kneisel Quartet, the Musical Courier reported: “Mrs. 
Joachim was vocally a disappointment, artistically a delight,” 
but, “despite a severe cold, her artistry was in evidence.”18 
Elson, in his review of her Boston performance of Die schöne 
Müllerin, had similar concerns, noting that in the first half 
of the recital there were audible gasps in every phrase. He 
suggested that the “rough climate has seized her by the throat, 
for the voice broke twice in attempting pianissimo effects.”  
But he also had words of praise, and in particular appreciated 
that Joachim did not sing every stanza of some of the strophic 
songs—though interestingly he seems to have assessed this as 
an artistic decision, not one related to the condition of her voice.
Two reviews of her March 21 Boston recital note that she had 
recovered from an indisposition; they attributed some of the 
problems in her previous recitals, including faulty intonation, 
to this illness. The Boston Evening Transcript wrote of this 
final recital: “Mme Joachim was in better voice than she has 
yet been since her arrival, and sang magnificently…. It seems 
to us as if we had never heard such singing in our life as here in 
Schubert’s ‘Leiermann’ and Brahms’s ‘Feldeinsamkeit.’”19 
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Figure 4: Letter from Amalie Joachim to Clara Rogers, 19 December 1892. 
Harvard University, Houghton Library. Transcription and translation by Valerie Goertzen.

München Zieblandstrasse 16.     19.12.92. 

Meine liebe Mrs Rogers!

So lange ich hoffen konnte, Sie bald wieder zu sehen, 
konnte ich es Ihnen ersparen meine schlechte Hand-
schrift zu lesen—aber nun drängt es mich doch, Ihnen 
einen herzlichen Gruss zu schicken.

Mir thut es sehr leid, die gute Villa alleine zu Ihnen 
hinschwimmen zu lassen. Gerne hätte ich Sie, liebste 
Frau[,] wieder gesehen—u.[nd] fürchte nun, dass ich 
mit der Erinnerung an Sie und Ihre Güte mich mein 
Lebelang begangen werde müssen.

Wie gerne denke ich an Sie und dear Mr. Rogers! Ich 
hoffe Villa kann mir nur Gutes über Sie berichten.

Villa hat etwas gesungen hier und ich hoffe, sie wird 
mit der Zeit auch Erfolge haben, welche lohnend 
genug sind, sie in Deutschland zu halten. Es ist zu 
sehr schwer für sie in Deutschland Fuss zu fassen. Die 
Sprache macht ihr doch stets Schwierigkeiten, welche 
nur langsam überwunden werden. Ich glaube, sie soll 
doch Amerika nicht ganz aufgeben und jedes Jahr 
wieder für einige Wochen dahingehen. Wir haben für 
eine sehr gute Sopranistin ein grosses Feld hier—aber, 
sie muss dramatischer sein als Villa mit ihrer zarten 
Stimme sein kann. Das rein lyrische im Gesange 
Villa’s reicht nicht für die grossen Aufgaben aus—und 
findet in Amerika vielleicht mehr Anklang. Ich sage 
Ihnen dies im Vertrauen, damit die Villa vielleicht 
rathen! 

Ich habe Villa so herzlich lieb und möchte Sie gerne 
hier behalten, fürchte aber, dass Sie hier allein mit ihrer 
Art nicht genug zu thun bekommt. Wäre es ein hoher 
Sopran so könnte sie damit besser wirken, als mit dem 
Mezzo-sopran, den man “dramatisch” verlangt!

Ich habe grosse Freude an meiner Tochter Marie, 
welche sich künstlerisch ganz enorm entwickelt. Ihr 
“Fidelio” fängt an ganz grossartig zu werden.—

Wie gerne sässe ich neben Ihnen am Klavier u.[nd] 
sänge und spräche. Ich verdanke Ihnen grosse Anre-
gung und eine so interesante Zeit!

Ich bitte Sie herzlich manchmal in Theilnahme meiner 
zu gedenken!

Ihrem lieben, verehrten Manne geben Sie bitte, (: das 
Liebste den er haben kann!) in meinem Auftrage einen 
Kuss—Sie selbst umarme ich herzlichst und 
bleibe stets 
Ihre dankbare 
Amalie Joachim.  

Munich, Zieblandstrasse 16.    19 December 1892

My dear Mrs. Rogers!

As long as I could hope to see you again soon, I 
could spare you from reading my poor handwriting—
but now it is necessary after all to send you a warm 
greeting.

It makes me very sad to send the good Villa to you 
alone. I would like to have seen you again, dearest 
lady—and now I fear that I will have to commit 
myself to the memory of you and your kindness my 
whole life long.

How I like to think of you and dear Mr. Rogers! I hope 
Villa will have only good things to tell me about you.

Villa has sung here a little, and I hope that in time 
she will have enough success to warrant staying in 
Germany. It is too difficult for her to gain a foothold 
in Germany. The language still gives her troubles that 
she only gradually will manage to overcome. I believe 
she should not give up completely on America, and 
should return there for a few weeks every year. There 
are great opportunities here for a very good soprano—
but she must be more dramatic than Villa can be with 
her delicate voice. The purely lyrical in Villa’s singing 
is not sufficient for the great roles—and perhaps will 
be better appreciated in America. I tell you this in 
confidence, so that you perhaps can advise Villa!

I am so fond of Villa and would like to keep her here, 
but am afraid that she will not find enough to do here 
alone with her style. If her voice were a high soprano, 
she could do more with it than she can with the mezzo 
soprano, which one expects to be “dramatic.”

I am very pleased with my daughter Marie, whose 
artistry is developing enormously. Her “Fidelio” is 
turning into something splendid.—

How I would like to sit next to you at the piano and 
sing and chat. Thank you for the great inspiration and 
for such an interesting time!

Please think of me warmly now and then!

To your dear, honored husband please give [the best 
thing he can receive!] a kiss, for me—You I embrace 
warmly and 
remain always 
your grateful 
Amalie Joachim.
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studying accompanying with Joachim for three years; Clarice 
Colton Bratton, a voice instructor at Whitman College, where 
her husband was the President; and Villa Whitney White. White’s 
career peaked with an 1897–98 coast-to-coast American tour, in 
which she presented lecture recitals on the history of song. Her 
programs were modeled on those that Joachim and Reimann 
formulated, and both of these people were frequently credited 
in related advertising. The overwhelmingly positive reviews 
reveal that White’s voice and stage presence had considerably 
developed since 1892— improvements most likely due to her 
studies with Joachim, which had continued in the summer 
months of each year through to 1897.

Heather Platt

Notes. 1. The Henschels were old favorites of the American 
public. Lillian was an American, and the couple had lived in 
Boston when George led the Boston Symphony Orchestra from 
1881 to 1884. They regularly returned to the States to concertize 
until 1901. 2. Beatrix Borchard, Stimme und Geige: Amalie 
Joachim und Joseph Joachim, 2nd ed. (Wien: Böhlau, 2007), 
446–51. Unless otherwise stated, all references to Borchard’s 
work are to this section. 3. Clara Kathleen Rogers, The Story 
of Two Lives: Home, Friends and Travels (n.p.: Plimpton 
Press, 1932), 223. Rogers, whose stage name was Clara Doria, 
had trained as an opera singer in Germany, but on her return 
to the U.S. she married and retired from the stage. 4. During 
1890–91 Joachim, in collaboration with Heinrich Reimann, 
created a series of recitals tracing the development of German 
song from the middle ages to Brahms. Borchard argues for 
the historical importance of these recitals (pp. 465–79), and 
the appendices in her volume provide copies of Joachim’s 
programs along with lists of her repertoire. See also the edition 
that Reimann published: Reimann, ed., Das deutsche Lied: Eine 
Auswahl deutscher Gesänge aus dem 14. bis 19. Jahrhundert 
aus den Programmen der historischen Lieder-Abende der Frau 
Amalie Joachim (Berlin: Simrock, 1891–93). Louis C. Elson, 
The History of German Song: An Account of Vocal Composition 
in Germany from the Time of Minnesingers to the Present Age, 
with Sketches of the Lives of the Leading German Composers 
(Boston: New England Conservatory of Music, 1888). 
5. Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 87, no. 42  (October 21, 
1891): 449. “Hagen i.[n] W.[estfalen],” Neue Zeitschrift für 
Musik 88, no. 3 (January 20, 1892): 34. The four duets by 
Schumann were: “Mailied,” “An die Nachtigall,” “An den 
Abendstern” (Op. 103, Nos. 1, 3, and 4), and “Ländliches 
Lied” (Op. 29, No. 1). The numbers by Brahms were “Weg 
der Liebe,” “Die Meere” (Op. 20), and “Die Schwestern” 
(Op. 61, No. 1). I detailed White’s career in “Amalie Joachim’s 
American Protégée: Villa Whitney White,” Joseph Joachim at 
185: An International Conference, Boston, June 2016. 6. MS 
Thr 470 (668): Clara Kathleen Rogers correspondence, bound 
(Subseries A). Houghton Library, Harvard University. This 
collection of materials includes three letters from Joachim to 
Rogers that date from the time of the tour. A fourth, stored in 
the collection, MS Thr 470 (716), dates from 1898. It would 
appear that Borchard did not have access to these records, 
as her volume does not mention Rogers. I am extremely 
grateful to Christoph Thompson and Valerie Goertzen for 

their assistance in transcribing and translating these letters. 
7. Providence Journal 14, no. 56 (March 5, 1892): 3 and 14, 
and no. 68 (March 19, 1892): 3. Providence Sunday Journal 7, 
no. 37 (March 20, 1892): 2. “Music in Providence,” Musical 
Courier 24, no. 4 (April 6, 1892): 14. The reviews do not give 
the titles of all the songs that were performed. 8. G. H. Wilson, 
The Musical Year-book of the United States, vol. 9: Season 
1891–1892 (Boston: n.p., 1892), 11, 13, 16, 30, and 55. This 
yearbook lists the repertoire for Joachim’s concerts with the 
BSO, the Cleveland Philharmonic Society, and the Kneisel 
Quartet, as well as her participation in the performances of Bach’s 
St. Matthew Passion in Boston and Chicago. All of these pieces 
are also listed in many of the reviews of the respective concerts. 
9. “Frau Joachim at Northampton,” Springfield Republican 
(Springfield, Mass.) (March 17, 1892): 5. “Smith College” 
and “Mt. Holyoke,” New York Daily Tribune (March 21, 
1892): 4. 10. Lasell Leaves 17 (April 1892): 135. “Music 
Notices,” Boston Post (April 22, 1892): 3. 11. “Musical 
Announcments,” New-York Daily Tribune (April 17, 1892): 22. 
12. “The Second Joachim Recital,” Musical Courier 24, no. 17 
(April 27, 1892): 11. 13. “Conservatory,” The Oberlin Review 
19, no. 30 (May 10, 1892): 431. 14. “The Passion Music,” 
Boston Daily Advertiser (April 16, 1892): 4. 15. For further 
information on Amalie’s brother Franz, see F. Gunther Eyck, 
“Franz Schneeweiss: A ’48er in New Brunswick,” Journal 
of the Rutgers University Library, 19, no. 2 (1956): 37–48. 
16. “Musical Matters: Mme. Joachim and Miss White’s 
Vocal Recital,” The Boston Herald (March 9, 1892): 7. 
17. “Mme Joachim’s First Appearance,” New York Tribune 
(March 31, 1892): 7. “Concerts and Singers,” The Evening 
Telegram-New York (April 2, 1892): 5. “Frau Joachim’s 
Recital,” New York Times (April 19, 1892): 4. “Young 
People’s Concert,” New York Times (March 31, 1892): 
4. 18. Musical Courier 24, no. 11 (March 16, 1892): 14. 
19. Louis C. Elson, “Mme. Joachim’s Song Recital,” Boston 
Daily Advertiser 159, no. 59 (March 9, 1892): 8. “Mme. 
Joachim’s Recitals,” Boston Evening Transcript (March 22, 
1892): 5. 20. “In the Bach Music,” Chicago Tribune (May 20, 
1892): 3. “Music and Drama,” The Milwaukee Sentinel  (May 
29, 1892): 19. Borchard quotes from a letter to her daughter 
Elisabeth on April 17 that indicates that Joachim expected to 
sing in New York on April 25 (p. 448, n. 173). Yet there are no 
press references to a concert on the 25th or to a cancellation. 
Perhaps one of the concerts at Sherry’s restaurant was 
canceled. If so, then Joachim would have made four 
appearances in New York—the number she gives in a letter 
of May 15 to Vianna da Motta (see Borchard, p. 450). 
Joachim and White could have taken a train to Cleveland after 
the second event at Sherry’s, but this would have resulted in little 
time for relaxation or rehearsals before the concert. The type of 
mismatch between letters and the newspaper notices concerning 
Joachim’s time in New York demonstrates that these publications 
do not document every detail of her tour and raises the possibility 
that other events were not reported in the digitized newspapers 
that have been used for this article. Borchard, for instance, 
references a possible plan to appear in Washington D.C., but a 
reference to such an event in local presses has not come to light. 
21. Musical Courier 24, no. 15 (April 13, 1892): 5. “Theatrical 
Notes,” Ironwood News-Record (Michigan) (May 7, 1892): 6. 
22. Chicago Tribune (November 5, 1893): 26.
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Review
Dyment, Christopher. Conducting the Brahms Symphonies: 
From Brahms to Boult. Woodbridge, England: Boydell, 2016. 
xviii, 250 pp. ISBN 9781783271009  $34.95

Brahms lived into the era of sound recording and, as is well 
known, even made one on an Edison cylinder. Musicians with 
whom Brahms worked or whom he admired recorded his music 
in the earlier part of the twentieth century. Their interpretations 
of Brahms are also captured in prose in numerous written 
sources.

These circumstances have led some scholars and critics 
(myself included) in search of Brahms performance styles that 
can be linked with, or traced back to, the composer. The latest 
contribution to the quest is by Christopher Dyment, who died 
in 2016 just after the publication of this book. As the author 
of previous studies on the conductors Felix Weingartner and 
Arturo Toscanini, Dyment was well equipped to undertake 
this project. Portions of the present book take over and expand 
material from one of the appendices of the Toscanini volume.

As with most writers on this subject, Dyment’s investigation 
leads outward from the conductor Fritz Steinbach (1855–1916), 
who in 1886 took over the Meiningen Orchestra from Brahms’s 
friend and champion Hans von Bülow. Brahms attended many 
Steinbach performances of his own works and also participated 
in several. He repeatedly expressed admiration for Steinbach’s 
conducting, which he called “incomparable.” Critics and 
conductors frequently hailed Steinbach’s Brahms as compelling 
and “authentic.” 

While Steinbach made no recordings, there are many 
accounts or reviews of his conducting Brahms with the 
Meiningen players on tour; with the orchestra he took over in 
1902, the Gürzenich in Cologne; and with various orchestras 
he guest-conducted. From these descriptions, Dyment notes, 
Steinbach’s approach to interpreting Brahms emerges as “a 
species of animated Classicism.” He explains, “The long line was 
always preserved but within its span Steinbach accommodated 
a wide variety of small and frequent deviations of tempo and 
nuance” (p. 44). As such, Steinbach mediated elements of the 
two styles that prevailed among Austro-German conductors of 
the later nineteenth century, which can be characterized with 
such dichotomies as strict–free or restrained–interventionist.  
Two distinguished Brahmsians, Hans Richter and Bülow, 
represented these styles at their extremes, respectively.

The principal question Dyment pursues in his carefully 
researched book is: how and where did the Steinbach style 
survive into the twentieth century? Dyment divides his book 
into two large segments, the first (and larger) of which he calls 
“The Documentary Evidence: Lines of Authority,” the second 
“Recorded Evidence: Traditions Traced or Lost.” (These 
headings are somewhat perplexing in that recordings are of 
course also “documents.”)

In the first part Dyment draws on a wide range of memoirs, 
letters, biographies, and reviews to tease out the Brahms style 
of almost two dozen conductors over several generations, 
including Steinbach, Arthur Nikisch, Felix Mottl, Felix 
Weingartner, Leopold Stokowski, Wilhelm Furtwängler, Willem 
Mengelberg, Hermann Abendroth, Bruno Walter, Adrian Boult, 
Fritz Busch, and Arturo Toscanini. In his “interim conclusions” 

presented at the end of Part 1, Dyment suggests that among these 
figures, it is the last three, all of whom expressed admiration for 
Steinbach—and Busch had been his pupil in Cologne—who 
most clearly “founded and developed their own musicianship 
in the performance of Brahms upon the rock . . . of Steinbach’s 
example” (p. 161).

Dyment also writes about a source upon which a number of 
scholars (again, myself included) have relied and upon which 
some modern maestros (among them Charles Mackerras and 
John Eliot Gardiner) have based their interpretations of Brahms: 
the conductor Walter Blume’s 1933 book Brahms in der 
Meininger Tradition: Seine Sinfonien und Haydn-Variationen 
in der Bezeichnung von Fritz Steinbach. Convinced that 
Steinbach’s Brahms was authoritative, Blume transcribed and 
explained the markings Steinbach made in his Brahms scores 
and realized in his performances, especially those concerning 
adjustments in tempo and phrasing. Dyment takes the most 
skeptical view of any recent commentator about the value of 
Blume’s book. A critical problem is the absence of any surviving 
Steinbach scores for Brahms, or indeed of any materials he 
might have used in Meiningen or later in Cologne. Dyment 
reasonably asks how much of what Blume notes may reflect 
Blume more than Steinbach. Blume is thus, says Dyment, to be 
treated “as an aid towards reconstructing the Meiningen way, 
but certainly not as an infallible guide” (p. 155).

In Part 2 of Conducting the Brahms Symphonies, Dyment 
examines selected early recordings of the Brahms symphonies 
“with the aim of isolating those characteristics in them that 
may be attributable, in whole or in part, to the influence of 
those conductors who received some form of approbation by 
the composer for their stylistic approach” (p. 162). Despite 
his skepticism about Blume, Dyment checks many of these 
recordings against Blume’s comments, but also against other 
testimony about Steinbach. 

For Dyment, the more restrained but still nuanced 
approaches of Weingartner and Toscanini best capture the spirit 
of Steinbach and the Meiningen style.  In Weingartner’s Brahms, 
a larger perspective always balanced close attention to rhythm 
and phrasing. As one violinist from the London Philharmonic 
who played with Weingartner remarked to Dyment, “the whole 
work was laid out as if one was viewing a map” (p. 181).

But for Dyment, Toscanini, especially in his earlier 
recordings, is the Steinbach-inspired interpreter par excellence.  
Dyment singles out the finale of Toscanini’s Brahms Fourth with 
the BBC Symphony Orchestra from June 1935 as “the most 
remarkable recorded performance extant of any movement of 
a Brahms symphony” and as the locus of where “the task of 
reconstructing the major elements of the Meiningen tradition 
may best be taken forward” (p. 234). For Dyment, Toscanini 
captures here “a sheer sense of drama that lifts the whole . . . 
to a more complete realization of the music’s possibilities: a 
titanic struggle of the gods whose resolution leaves the listener 
. . . emotionally exhausted” (p. 181).

In the end, Dyment admits, “there is not now, nor will 
there ever be, some kind of Holy Grail awaiting discovery, 
its contents disclosing the true gospel of the interpretation of 
Brahms’s orchestral music” (p. 222). And in comments such 
as those about Toscanini, as he also readily confesses, personal 
preference transcends any objective hunt for the Steinbach 
legacy.
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Dyment is much less sympathetic to the conductors I have 
championed as Brahms interpreters, especially Abendroth and 
Furtwängler. For him, their greater shifts of tempo and more 
extreme reshaping of phrases go well beyond what he construes 
as the more moderate Steinbach approach and reflect rather 
the “ultra-Wagnerian” style of Mottl. Dyment’s thoughtful 
treatment of the written and sonic evidence certainly bolsters 
his argument. And yet, whether they fall within or outside of the 
Steinbach “lines of authority” Dyment traces, I will continue 
to return to Abendroth and Furtwängler, whose Brahms for me 
captures the “music’s possibilities” more fully than most other 
conductors, including Toscanini. We can be grateful that there 
are so many excellent recorded examples of historic conductors 
of Brahms—whether or not they fall demonstrably in the 
Steinbach lineage—to accommodate listeners’ differing tastes.

Walter Frisch  

Recent Publications
Books and Articles

Cubero, Diego. “Inwardness and Inner Melodies in Brahms’s 
Piano Work.” Music Theory Online 23, no. 1 (March 2017).

Des Mesnards, Paul-Hubert. Johannes Brahms: Le poète séri-
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ber 2012 in Köln, edited by Birgit Spörl, 140–49. Schumann 
Forschungen 15. Mainz: Schott, 2016. ISBN 978-3795708856
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University of Rochester Press, 2016. ISBN 9781580465595

Reiber, Joachim. “Hofmanns Erzählungen: Zwei Leben für 
Brahms.” Musikfreunde, November 2016, 24–27.

Scott, Anna. “Changing Sounds, Changing Meanings: How 
Artistic Experimentation Opens up the Field of Brahms 
Performance Practice.” In Artistic Experimentation in Music: 
An Anthology, edited by Bob Gilmore and Darla Crispin, 
241–50. Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2014. ISBN 978-
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Brahms News
The fifth North American Conference on Nineteenth-

Century Music will be held 7–9 June 2017 at Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville, Tennessee. The program includes 
at least eight presentations directly related to Brahms. The 
American Brahms Society is sponsoring a recital of the Atlantic 
Ensemble and  a reception on the first evening of the conference. 
For further details, see http://nacncm.weebly.com/.

The autograph of Brahms’s arrangement of Chopin’s Etude 
in F Minor, Op. 25, No. 2, was auctioned by Stargardt in March 
2017 and is now in the Archive of the Gesellschaft der Musik-
freunde in Wien. In the arrangement, which Brahms performed 
several times, Brahms enhanced the Etude’s difficulty and 
brilliance by doubling the melody in thirds and sixths, and by 
exploring the higher register of the piano in a total of 18 in-
terpolated measures. Brahms published the arrangement as the 
first of his Studies (McCorkle Anh. Ia Nr. I). Since 1980 the 
autograph has been available to scholars only in a photocopy. 

Michael Freyhan and Helen Paskins have compiled a table of 
arrangements of Brahms’s music published during his lifetime, 
including details of publication and locations of known copies. 
It is posted at http://johannesbrahms.org/JBlist.htm. A link to 
this material is also provided from the ABS website. The com-
pilers welcome updates and corrections.

Karl Geiringer Scholarship
Call for Applications

The ABS welcomes applications from students in the final 
stages of preparing a doctoral dissertation written in English. 
Work relating to Brahms should form a significant component 
of the dissertation, but it need not be the exclusive or even pri-
mary focus. Completed applications should be submitted elec-
tronically as pdf files to Richard Cohn, richard.cohn@yale.edu. 
Instructions to applicants can be found at http://brahms.unh.
edu/recipients.html#guidelines. The deadline for submission of 
materials is June 1, 2017. 

(Continued on page 12)
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Editorsʼ Notes
The editors thank the contributors to this issue. Heather 

Platt, Professor of Music History at Ball State University, is the 
author of Johannes Brahms A Research and Information Guide 
and co-editor, with Peter H. Smith, of Expressive Intersections 
in Brahms. Platt’s articles on Brahms’s Lieder have appeared in 
such publications as Brahms in the Home and the Concert Hall, 
The Cambridge Companion to the Lied, Brahms Studies, The 
Journal of Musicology, and Integral. Platt has served as Presi-
dent of the American Brahms Society and Co-editor of Book 
Reviews for Music Theory Online; she currently serves as Digi-
tal Reviews Editor for Nineteenth Century Music Review. 

Walter Frisch is H. Harold Gumm/Harry and Albert von 
Tilzer Professor of Music at Columbia University, where he 
has taught since 1982. He has written widely about music from 
the Austro-German sphere in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies, including Schubert, Brahms, Schoenberg, and Reger.  
Frisch served as general editor of a series of period music his-
tories from W. W. Norton, Western Music in Context. His own 
volume in the series, Music in the Nineteenth Century, appeared 
in Fall 2012. A book on Arlen and Harburg’s song “Over the 
Rainbow” will appear in Fall 2017 in the series Keynotes from 
Oxford University Press.

Ideas, correspondence, and submissions for the Newsletter 
are always welcome, and email communication is especially 
encouraged. Materials for the Fall 2017 issue should be sent by 
1 September.
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trio a-moll op. 114. Johannes Brahms Gesamtausgabe Serie II, 
Bd. 7. Ed. Katharina Loose-Einfalt. Munich: G. Henle, 2016.

Recordings
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Arbiter 160, 2012. 
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Brahms: Tones of Romantic Extravagance, Piano Quartet 
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Dissertations

Scott, Anna. “Romanticizing Brahms: Early Recordings and 
Reconstruction of Brahmsian Identity.” Doctoral diss., Acad-
emy of Creative and Performing Arts, Leiden University, 2014.

Terrigno, Loretta. “The Protagonist’s Experience: Temporality, 
Narrative, and Harmonic Process in Brahms’s Solo Lieder.” 
Ph.D. diss., City University of New York, 2017.
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